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ABSTRACT
We investigate how to recover the spectral properties of underlying magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
turbulence using fluctuation statistics of synchrotron polarization radiation, based on the synthetic
observations. Taking spatially coincident, separated, and compounded synchrotron emission and
Faraday rotation regions into account, we extract the power spectrum of synchrotron polarization
intensities integrated along the line of sight. Our results demonstrate that in the short wavelength
range, the power spectra reflect fluctuation statistics of the perpendicular component of turbulent
magnetic fields, and the spectra at long wavelengths reveal the fluctuation of the Faraday rotation
density, which is a product of the parallel component of magnetic field and thermal electron density.
We find that our numerical results (in the case of spatially coincident regions) are in agreement with
the analytical prediction in Lazarian & Pogosyan (2016), and this theoretical prediction is applicable
to more complicated settings, i.e., the spatially separated and compounded regions. We simulate
telescopic observations that incorporate the effects of telescope angular resolution and noise, and
find that statistics of underlying MHD turbulence can be recovered successfully. We expect that
the technique can be applied to a variety of astrophysical environments, with existing synchrotron
data cubes and a large number of forthcoming data sets from such as the LOw-Frequency Array for
Radio astronomy (LOFAR), the Square Kilometer Array (SKA) and the Five-hundred-meter Aperture
Spherical radio Telescope (FAST).
Subject headings: ISM: magnetic field – magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) – radio continuum: ISM –
turbulence
1. INTRODUCTION
Both magnetic fields and turbulence are ubiquitous
in astrophysical environments (Elmegreen & Scalo
2004; Scalo & Elmegreen 2004; Enßlin & Vogt 2006).
Turbulent motions perturb magnetic fields and result in
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence, which plays
an important role in many key astrophysical processes,
such as acceleration and propagation of cosmic rays
(Schlickeiser 2002), star formation (Elmegreen & Scalo
2004; McKee & Ostriker 2007; Lazarian et al.
2012), heat transfer (Narayan & Medvedev 2001;
Lazarian 2006), and turbulent magnetic reconnection
(Lazarian & Vishniac 1999; Kowal et al. 2009, 2017;
Lazarian et al. 2015 for a review). In particular, the
implications of MHD turbulence have been a focus
of intensive studies in various astrophysical environ-
ments, such as Gamma-ray bursts (Zhang & Yan 2011;
Lazarian et al. 2018), black hole X-ray binaries and
active galactic nuclei (de Gouveia dal Pino & Lazarian
2005; Kadowaki et al 2015; Zhang et al. 2017, 2018),
as well as intracluster media (Brunetti & Lazarian
2016).
A significant progress has been achieved in
understanding the theory of MHD turbulence
(e.g., Goldreich & Sridhar 1995; Cho & Lazarian
2003; see also Brandenburg & Lazarian 2013 and
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Beresnyak & Lazarian 2015 for recent reviews), by
using analytical, and especially numerical methods.
However, it should be emphasized that the theory
of MHD turbulence is a developing field with many
open questions related to, such as the spectral slope of
turbulence, the injection and dissipation of turbulence,
the degree of turbulence compressibility, the degree of
magnetization of turbulence. A proper understanding of
these issues can shed light on important astrophysical
processes. Therefore, a detailed study on quantifying the
statistical properties of MHD turbulence is very neces-
sary. Due to the limited resolution of current numerical
simulations, it is difficult to obtain the realistic inertial
range of astrophysical turbulence. New observational
techniques provide more promising approaches for
probing turbulence properties (Lazarian & Pogosyan
2012, 2016, henceforth LP12 and LP16).
Interactions of turbulent magnetic fields with non-
thermal relativistic electrons produce synchrotron emis-
sions carrying information on statistics of magnetic tur-
bulence. Therefore, statistics of synchrotron emission
can be used for studying MHD turbulence. LP12 pro-
vided a theoretical description of synchrotron intensity
fluctuations arising from magnetic turbulence. Recently,
Herron et al. (2016) have tested their theoretical pre-
dictions by synthetic observations. Furthermore, it is
well known that synchrotron emission is linearly po-
larized with the polarization direction perpendicular to
the plane-of-sky magnetic field vector. When the po-
larized signal propagates through the magnetized plas-
mas, it can undergo depolarization in the presence of
Faraday rotation fluctuations. The study incorporat-
ing both synchrotron emission and Faraday rotation (re-
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ferred to as SEFR) was first presented in Burn (1966),
which, in general, is called traditional Faraday rota-
tion synthesis. This method is commonly used in astro-
physics and a remarkable progress has been made (e.g.,
Brentjens & de Bruyn 2005; Frick et al. 2010, 2011;
Beck et al. 2012; Akahori et al. 2017; see Heald 2015
for a recent review).
By considering spatially coincident SEFR regions,
LP16 proposed a new statistical description of syn-
chrotron polarization fluctuations4. Several measures of
fluctuation statistics they proposed can be used to ex-
tract correlation scales and spectral slopes of the under-
lying MHD turbulence responsible for both SEFR fluc-
tuations. Among them, two main measures are polariza-
tion spatial analysis (PSA), which makes use of spatial
correlations of synchrotron polarization intensity (or its
derivative) at the same wavelength as a function of the
spatial separation R, and polarization frequency analysis
(PFA), which considers a variance of synchrotron polar-
ization intensity (or its derivative) as a function of the
square of wavelength λ2.
Zhang et al. (2016) tested the PFA technique sug-
gested in LP16 by using 1D, 2D, and 3D (three-
dimensional) synthetic observations with high numeri-
cal resolution, and found that numerical results are in
good agreement with the theoretical prediction of LP16.
They stressed that the PFA technique can be used prac-
tically, because the effects of telescope’s angular resolu-
tion and noise do not prevent the recovery of the un-
derlying spectra of MHD turbulence. It is noticed that
this technique has been applied to the depolarization of
optical/infrared blazars (Guo et al. 2017). In addition,
using both synthetic and simulation data of MHD turbu-
lence, Lee et al. (2016) studied the power spectrum of
synchrotron polarization intensity with zero mean mag-
netic field. They demonstrated that simulations are in
agreement with the theoretical prediction within the PSA
technique of LP16.
As stressed above, intensive studies of synchrotron
polarization statistics were focused on the scenario of
the spatially coincident SEFR regions (LP12, LP16,
Herron et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2016; Lee et al.
2016), which can be described explicitly from a math-
ematical point of view. However, in a real astrophysical
environment, one has to confront with another situation
that the intrinsic synchrotron polarization emission orig-
inates from one distinct region whereas Faraday rotation
fluctuation occurs in another region. In addition, one
could have to deal with a superposition of the above two
limiting cases, which in this paper is termed spatially
compounded SEFR regions (see Figure 1 for an illustra-
tion).
The purpose of this paper, first of all, is to test the-
oretical prediction of the PSA technique of LP16 in the
case of existence of non-zero mean magnetic field. The
second, mainly, is to study the more complicated set-
ting compared to distributions of turbulence of relativis-
tic electrons in LP16. We numerically study fluctuation
statistics of synchrotron polarization emissions together
with Faraday rotation measure (RM), from the spatially
coincident, separated and compounded configurations.
4 On the basis of an analytical method, the case of the spatially
separated SEFR regions has been discussed in Appendix C of LP16.
We focus on the influence of both direction and strength
changes of mean magnetic fields, as well as the underlying
spectral slope of MHD turbulence, on polarization inten-
sity statistics. This work further paves stone for applying
the new techniques suggested in LP16 to MHD turbu-
lence on a wide variety of scales, such as star formation,
supernova remnants, the Milky Way, distant galaxies and
even clusters of galaxies. With existing synchrotron data
sets and a large number of forthcoming data sets from the
Very Long Array (VLA), and the Australian Square Kilo-
metre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP), the Square Kilometer
Array (SKA), the LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR) and
the Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical radio Tele-
scope (FAST), we expect that our techniques are very
promising for understanding the origin and evolution of
cosmic magnetism, which is a key science project of the
SKA (Beck 2015).
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next sec-
tion, simulation methods for studying MHD turbulence
are described. We present numerical tests of theoretical
prediction of LP16 in Section 3, study more complicated
spatial configurations for polarization SEFR regions in
Section 4, and explore the influence of observational res-
olution and noise on the power spectra in Section 5. Dis-
cussion and summary are provided in Sections 6 and 7,
respectively.
2. SIMULATION METHODS
2.1. Synthetic data generation
The 3D synthetic data cubes for turbulent magnetic
fields and thermal electron densities are generated in the
wavenumber space (kx, ky, kz), and are then transformed
into a physical space. The generation of the former is
governed by
B(r) = 〈B〉+
∑
kmin≤|k |≤kmax
B˜(k)eiχ (1)
with a condition of the solenoidal vector field ▽ ·B = 0.
A periodic box of the size 2pi in the Cartesian coordinate
(x, y, z) is adopted, in which the z axis is orientated along
the line of sight. In Equation (1), χ = k · r+ ϑ(k ) is the
phase factor and ϑ(k ) is set as a random number between
0 and 2pi with a periodic condition of ϑ(−k) = −ϑ(k),
where k = (kx, ky, kz) and r = (x, y, z) are the wave
vector and position vector, respectively. 〈B〉 is a mean
magnetic field with components 〈Bx〉, 〈By〉 and 〈Bz〉; the
symbol 〈...〉 denotes an average over the entire volume of
interest. The Fourier coefficient B˜(k) is a real vector
that is perpendicular to k and whose squared amplitude
follows a power-law scaling: |B˜(k)|2 ∝ k−β, β repre-
senting the slope of magnetic turbulence, e.g., β = 11/3
for Kolmogorov type. The generation procedure of data
cubes for electron density is similar but no need for a
divergence-free condition. The number density also in-
cludes the mean plus fluctuating components. The mean
density is set to 1 and the root-mean-square of the fluc-
tuation component is of the order of unity.
2.2. Statistical description of turbulence
MHD turbulence is a complex non-linear random pro-
cess and exhibits some irregular features on a microscopic
level. On the basis of macroscopic consideration, the
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Fig. 1.— An illustration of spatial configurations: spatially coincident (panel A), separated (panel B), and compounded (panel C)
synchrotron emission and Faraday rotation regions. Arrows represent the direction of the line of sight (LOS).
statistical description is an effective way to shed light
on regular features behind chaotic phenomena (Biskamp
2003). In practice, correlation and structure functions of
any physical variable Ψ(r) have been traditionally used
to characterize the properties of MHD turbulence. The
correlation function is given by
Corr(r) = 〈Ψ(r 1)Ψ(r2)〉 , (2)
where, r = r2 − r1 is a separation vector in 1D, 2D, or
3D spaces. As for the structure function, there is two-
and multi-point second-order forms one can measure. In
general, a two-point second-order scenario is commonly
employed in the form of (but see Cho & Lazarian 2009
for parallel direction of magnetic field)
Stru(r) =
〈
[Ψ(r 2)− Ψ(r1)]2
〉
= 2 [Corr(0)− Corr(r )] .
(3)
As seen in Equation (3), a two-point second-order struc-
ture function is related to the corresponding correlation
function.
Furthermore, the power spectrum can also provide in-
formation concerning energy cascade processes in MHD
turbulence, and is described as
PnD(k ) =
1
(2pi)n
∫
Corr(r )e−ik ·rdr , (4)
via the Fourier transform of the correlation function. In
Equation (4), n = 1, 2, 3 denotes the number of the di-
mension of physical space. On the basis of Lee et al.
(2016), we in this paper adopt the following prescrip-
tions for the power spectrum in 2D space, that is, the
ring-integrated 1D spectrum for a 2D variable is given
by
E2D(k) =
∫ k+0.5
k−0.5
P2D(k)dk, (5)
where P2D = Ψ(k)Ψ
∗(k)/2 is a 2D power spectrum and
the symbol ‘*’ denotes the complex conjugate of Ψ(k).
The integral of Equation (5) is performed over a ring with
inner (k − 0.5) and outer (k + 0.5) radii in 2D Fourier
space.
There is a close connection between the correlation
function, structure function, and power spectrum, as
seen in Equations (2), (3) and (4). Besides, the power-
law indices for both the second-order structure function
and the power spectrum are associated with the follow-
ing relation. Namely, the structure function would fol-
low Stru(R) ∝ Rα−1 if the power-law distribution of the
ring-integrated 1D spectrum has E2D ∝ k−α (see the
appendix section of Cho & Lazarian 2009 for more de-
tails).
2.3. Polarization from synchrotron emission
In this work, we assume that non-thermal relativistic
electron population has a power-law energy distribution
of N(ε) ∝ ε−p, where p and ε is the electron spectral in-
dex and energy, respectively. The spiralling motion elec-
tron would produce synchrotron polarization radiation
in the environment of magnetic turbulence. We adopt
the formulae of an isotropic pitch distribution to calcu-
late the synchrotron polarization intensity (refer to Ap-
pendix A of LP16 for details). It is pretty obvious that
the polarization intensity is proportional to |B⊥|γ , where
γ = (p+1)/2 and B⊥ =
√
B2x +B
2
y is the perpendicular
component of magnetic field.
Generally, different combinations of the Stokes param-
eters can be chosen to describe the properties of syn-
chrotron polarization. A complete description of the
combinations, in the manner of encoding a polarization
matrix, can be found in Appendix E of LP12. Alterna-
tively, we in this paper focus on the linear polarization
scenario that is characterized by the Stokes parameters
Q and U . Specifically, we consider the synchrotron po-
larization intensity as the form of P = Q + iU . In the
plane of the sky, the synchrotron polarization intensity
observed at a position vector X is expressed as
P (X , λ2) =
∫ Ls2
Ls1
dzPi(X , z)e
2iλ2Φ(X ,z), (6)
where, Ls2 and Ls1 are the upper and lower boundaries of
an emitting region, respectively. The integral is carried
out along the line of sight z over the emitting region.
Pi(X , z) denotes the intrinsic polarized intensity den-
sity, which is treated as wavelength-independent5, while
the residual wavelength dependence is only from Fara-
day rotation. The intrinsic polarized emission is mod-
ified by the Faraday rotation of the polarization plane
5 In this paper, we also explore the wavelength dependence of
λ(p−1)/2, which arises from the distribution of relativistic electrons.
We find that this wavelength dependence only changes the ampli-
tude of the power spectrum and does not produce any variation of
the slope.
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(e.g., Burn 1966; Brentjens & de Bruyn 2005), which
is reflected in the exponent factor of e2iλ
2Φ(X ,z).
When we study the scenario of the spatially coincident
SEFR configuration (see Figure 1A), the Faraday RM is
written as
Φ(X , z) =
e3
2pim2ec
4
∫ z
Ls1
dz′ne(X , z
′)Bz(X , z
′), (7)
where ne and Bz are the number density of thermal elec-
trons and the line of sight (parallel) component of the
magnetic field, respectively. When we consider the spa-
tially separated SEFR structure (see Figure 1B), Equa-
tion (7) should be modified as
Φ(X , Lf2) =
e3
2pim2ec
4
∫ Lf2
Lf1
dz′ne(X , z
′)Bz(X , z
′), (8)
where Lf2 and Lf1 the boundaries of the external Fara-
day rotation region. Equations (7) and (8) should be
combined correspondingly as we study the spatially com-
pounded scenario (see Figure 1C). In other word, syn-
chrotron emissions are subject to the effect of Faraday
rotation within the emitting source, and they are also
depolarized by another Faraday effect during the trans-
fer process of the radiation. In our following simulations,
we would use some typical parameters for the Galactic
halo region, i.e., the depth of Faraday rotation of 100 pc,
the electron density of 0.01 cm−3, and the magnetic field
strength of 1 µG, to normalize the Faraday RM, Φ. For
the calculation of the intrinsic polarization intensity, re-
lated physical quantities are calculated in arbitrary units
for the sake of simplicity, because considering dimension
does not change statistical results.
2.4. Technique for simulating telescope observation
We study the influence of angular resolution and ran-
dom noise of the telescope on the ideal power spectrum,
with a purpose of simulating a realistic observation. The
main procedures we used are listed as follows.
1. Following the methods expressed in Section 2.1, we
first generate 3D data cubes for magnetic fields (includ-
ing Bx, By and Bz) and the number density of thermal
electrons ne. Then, we calculate the original polarized
intensity ‘maps’ related to Stokes Q and U according to
Section 2.3 .
2. In order to study the influence of finite angular
resolution, we convolve the original polarized intensity
‘maps’ with a Gaussian kernel, which is given by
g(x, y) =
1
σ
√
2pi
e−
x
2+y2
2σ2 . (9)
The standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel is defined
by σ = θFWHM/2
√
2ln2 , in which θFWHM is the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peak.
3. We generate a map of Gaussian noise and add then
it into the original polarized intensity map to explore
the influence of the noise. The level of the noise can be
adjusted by changing the signal-to-noise ratio, which is
defined as a fraction of the mean synchrotron intensity.
4. We mimic an interferometric observation, by ran-
domly selecting wave vectors corresponding to the base-
lines of a telescope array in Fourier space (see Lee et al.
2016 for more details).
3. NUMERICAL TESTS OF ANALYTICAL
PREDICTION
We first generate synthetic data cubes with 512 pixels
along each direction in 3D space, by setting the scaling
slopes of both turbulent magnetic field and density, as
well as mean magnetic fields (see Section 2.1). Then,
we calculate the maps of Stokes parameters Q and U ,
which give rise to a map of the polarized intensity P =
Q+ iU . In this paper, we focus mainly on the statistical
measurement of synchrotron polarization intensities by
using the power spectrum.
In this section, we study polarization statistics from
spatially coincident SEFR regions, that is, the syn-
chrotron polarization radiation produced within the
emitting-source region is subject to a Faraday rotation
in the coincident space (see Figure 1A). We would test
the influence of strength of mean magnetic field and its
direction on the power spectrum and depolarization pro-
cesses.
Figure 2 shows the ring-integrated 1D spectra E2D(k)
of synchrotron polarization intensities for different mean
magnetic fields but the same scaling slope of β = 11/3
for both magnetic field and density. Power spectral dis-
tributions calculated at different wavelengths are plot-
ted in each panel, ranging from the minimal wavelength
λmin = 0.1 in code units (thick solid line) to the maximal
wavelength λmax = 20.0, in a logarithmic increment of
△[log10(λ)] = 0.1.
We first explain here the result for the case of zero
mean magnetic field, i.e., 〈B〉 = 0, as presented in Figure
2(a). It can be seen that at very short wavelengths Fara-
day rotation is negligible and power spectra (β ∼ 8/3)
reflect the fluctuations of the perpendicular component
of magnetic field. With increasing the wavelength, the
amplitudes of power spectra in the small wavenumber
k range decrease due to the depolarization of Faraday
rotation. However, they increase in the large-k region
because an additional fluctuation of the Faraday rota-
tion density of φ = Bzne manifests itself. In this paper,
we adopt the definition of k = 2piλ2σφ to characterize the
degree of Faraday depolarization6, where σφ and 2pi rep-
resent the standard deviation of Faraday rotation density
and the size of simulation box, respectively. The symbols
‘X’ marked on each panel indicate the wavenumber equal
to k = 2piλ2σφ (σφ ∼ 0.56 for panel (a)). As shown, Fara-
day depolarization is significant at k < 2piλ2σφ part of
the wavenumber. However, this effect is insignificant at
k > 2piλ2σφ part, which issues fluctuation properties of
RM density and provides a limit of measurement range
of spectral scaling. In the range of λ ≥ √kmax/2piσφ
(kmax is half of the maximum grid number), polarization
radiation from any two space points gradually becomes
uncorrelated, resulting in power spectra proportional to
k.
Figure 2(b) presents the case of 〈Bx〉 = 1.0, i.e., the
direction of mean magnetic field along the x-axis located
in the plane of the sky. We see that amplitudes of power
spectra significantly increase compared to that of panel
6 It is noticed that Lee et al. (2016) used the definition of k =
2piλ2 〈|Bz|ne〉 to describe the degree of Faraday depolarization,
which can not work well for the case of non-zero mean fields studied
in the current paper.
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Fig. 2.— Ring-integrated 1D spectra E2D(k) of the synchrotron polarization intensity P = Q+ iU , in the case of the spatially coincident
SEFR regions. Synthetic data cubes used are generated by setting the scaling slope of β = 11/3 for both B and ne, and different mean
magnetic fields: 〈B〉 = 0 for panel (a), 〈Bx〉 = 1.0 for panel (b), 〈Bz〉 = 1.0 for panel (c) and 〈Bz〉 = 3.0 for panel (d). The curves in each
panel correspond to the wavelengths between λmin = 0.1 (thick solid line) and λmax = 20.0 in code units, in a logarithmic increment of
△[log10(λ)] = 0.1. The symbols ‘X’ indicate the wavenumber equal to k = 2piλ
2σφ.
(a). It is because that setting non-zero mean magnetic
field 〈Bx〉 = 1.0 increases total strength of magnetic
field Bx, which is mapped into the polarization inten-
sity P via B⊥ =
√
B2x +B
2
y . It seems that in the weak
Faraday rotation region (i.e., short wavelengths) a mea-
surable inertial range extends into more small-k regime.
Moreover, the amplitude of the power spectrum through
the whole k range increases with the wavelength, which
should be due to the reason that the fluctuation of Fara-
day RM dominates that of the perpendicular component
of magnetic field. In the long wavelength range, the Fara-
day depolarization dominates, resulting in a reduction of
the power in the small-k region. Likewise, the spectral
slope of Faraday RM fluctuation can be recovered in the
k > 2piλ2σφ regime.
The ring-integrated 1D spectra for the case of non-zero
mean magnetic fields along the line of sight are explored
in lower panels of Figure 2: 〈Bz〉 = 1.0 for panel (c) and
〈Bz〉 = 3.0 for panel (d), which correspond to σφ ∼ 0.25
and 0.20, respectively. It is understandable that fluc-
tuation level of magnetic field decreases with increasing
mean magnetic field, which gives rise to a small value
of k = 2piλ2σφ at a fixed wavelength. As a result, the
small-k value would widen the measurable inertial range
of magnetic turbulence and enhance the chance to de-
termine the spectral slope of the turbulence. Compared
to that of panel (a), the amplitude of the power spectra
decreases with increasing mean fields. It is because that
the non-zero mean field setup would bring about a lower
level of polarization fluctuations.
We above consider that the direction of non-zero mean
magnetic field is oriented along the x-axis or z-axis. The
fluctuation statistics of polarization radiation with mean
magnetic field along the y-axis direction would have the
same results as that of the x-axis, because By is involved
in B⊥ in the same way as Bx. However, the mean mag-
netic field may have other orientations in a real astro-
physical environment. We thus explore here a more gen-
eral case that the presence of a mean magnetic field 〈B〉
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is confined in the x-z plane for simplicity, in which the
angle subtended by the vector of mean magnetic field and
the z-axis is labeled as θ. As an example, we consider
the scenarios with different orientations θ = 0◦, 30◦, 50◦,
70◦ and 90◦, using 〈B〉 = 1.0 and β = 11/3 (the power
spectral distribution not shown in this paper). We find
that the behavior of the ring-integrated 1D power spec-
tra in the case of θ = 30◦ is similar to that of Figure 2(b).
As for the cases of θ = 50◦ and 70◦, the ring-integrated
1D power spectra have similar characteristics like those
of panels (c) and (d) of Figure 2, respectively. For the
cases of θ = 0◦ and 90◦, the resulting power spectra are
the same as those of panels (b) and (c) in Figure 2, re-
spectively. As a result, the scaling slope in the large-k
regime is close to the expected value of 8/3. Accordingly,
our numerical results are consistent with the theoretical
prediction provided in Equation (103) of LP16.
4. SIMULATIONS FOR MORE COMPLICATED
SETTINGS
4.1. Statistics from spatially separated synchrotron
emission and Faraday rotation regions
In this section, we consider the case that intrinsic po-
larization synchrotron emission, i.e., without a Faraday
rotation, is produced within the emitting source (termed
background) while Faraday rotation is at work in another
region (termed foreground). A possible example is the
galactic environment, where polarized synchrotron emis-
sions are emitted in the Galactic halo while depolariza-
tion is undergone in the region of the Galactic disk close
to the Earth. We first generate synthetic data cubes us-
ing β = 11/3 to simulate magnetic turbulence in the syn-
chrotron emitting region. Moreover, the synthetic data
cubes to mimic the turbulence in the Faraday rotation
region are generated by using different seeds of random
number.
The resulting ring-integrated 1D spectra E2D(k) of
synchrotron polarization intensity are plotted in Figure
3 considering different mean magnetic fields along the x-
and z-axes: 〈B〉 = 0 for panel (a), 〈Bx〉 = 1.0 (along
the x-axis) for panel (b), 〈Bz〉 = 1.0 for panel (c) and
〈Bz〉 = 3.0 for panel (d) (along the z-axis). Spectral dis-
tributions shown in each panel correspond to the wave-
lengths ranging from λmin = 0.1 to λmax = 20.0, in a
logarithmic increment of △[log10(λ)] = 0.1. As shown in
panel (a), at very short wavelengths, the power spectrum
reveals fluctuation properties of the perpendicular com-
ponent of magnetic field in the background synchrotron
emitting region, which has a slope close to 8/3. With in-
creasing wavelengths, the information of the power spec-
trum reflects fluctuations of the Faraday rotation density
in the foreground Faraday rotation region. At the small-k
part, Faraday depolarization makes the amplitude of the
power decrease, while the power spectrum at the large-k
part, which presents the power-law of k−8/3, increases
due to raising fluctuation statistics of Faraday rotation
density. In the longer wavelength range, the statistics of
any two space points become uncorrelated.
As seen in Figure 3(b), the non-zero mean magnetic
field of 〈Bx〉 = 1.0 make significant increase of the power
(similar to panel (b) of Figure 2). However, for the non-
zero mean magnetic field setup with direction along the
z-axis, the amplitudes of the power spectra in the large-k
regime first decrease slightly on account of the depolar-
ization, and increase then due to the dominated fluctua-
tions of Faraday rotation density (see panels (c) and (d)
of Figure 3). In general, the reduction level in the am-
plitude of a power spectrum depends on the strength of
mean magnetic fields along the line of sight.
Compared with Figure 2, i.e., for the spatially coinci-
dent case, a significant feature in Figure 3 is that between
the wavenumber k ≃ 10 and 100, the power spectrum at
long wavelengths changes from fast decline to slow rise,
forming a trough-like shape. Another feature is that the
power reduction at small-k part is not as dramatic as in
the case of Figure 2. This is because of different extents
of Faraday rotation interactions between spatially coin-
cident and separated cases. As for the former, the po-
larization signal produced at different depths within the
emitting source suffers from different degrees of Faraday
rotation, that is, a distant signal is subject to more Fara-
day rotation effect, and vice versa. However, all intrinsic
polarization (background) signals have the same depth of
Faraday rotation, in the case of the latter. Therefore, the
power reduction at small-k part depends on both wave-
lengths and differential Faraday rotation for the former,
but only on wavelengths for the latter. In this section, we
adopt the same integral length of Faraday rotation in the
foreground medium (along the line of sight) as the scale
of the background emission region for simplicity, which is
normalized in our calculation by the typical parameters
provided in Section 2.3. Varying the extent of Faraday
rotation region would not change the behavior of power
spectra but can sample the polarized signals at different
wavelengths. For instance, the deeper Faraday rotation
region is, the larger the RM Φ is, from which one can
extract statistical information at shorter wavelengths.
In order to distinguish fluctuation properties from the
SEFR regions, we set different scaling slopes for both
magnetic field and density to generate synthetic data.
We first explore the case that both the magnetic field and
density have a steep slope of β = 4 in the synchrotron-
emitting region but Kolmogorov spectrum of β = 7/2 in
the Faraday rotation region. We only present in Figure 4
the power spectral distributions at large-k part for clearly
seeing differences between the slope with 3 and 5/2. It
can be seen in the left panel that the power spectrum
at very short wavelengths presents E2D(k) ∝ k−3, which
reflects the statistics of the pure synchrotron polarized
fluctuations, i.e., without Faraday rotation effect, from
the synchrotron emitting region. With increasing the
wavelength, the contribution of Faraday rotation effect
plays an increasingly important role. In the long wave-
length range, the slope of the power spectrum becomes
approximately E2D ∝ k−5/2, which reveals fluctuations
of both parallel component of magnetic field and density
in the foreground space region. Furthermore, we swap
synthetic data cubes used between synchrotron emission
and Faraday rotation regions to calculate the power spec-
trum and show the results in the right panel. It is notice-
able that spectra have the distributions of E2D ∝ k−5/2
in very short wavelengths, and of E2D ∝ k−3 in long
wavelengths, which reflect the statistics of the perpendic-
ular magnetic field component in the synchrotron emit-
ting region, and of Faraday rotation density in the fore-
ground space, respectively.
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Fig. 3.— Ring-integrated 1D spectra E2D(k) of the synchrotron polarization intensity P = Q+ iU , in the case of the spatially separated
SEFR regions. The other details are the same as for Figure 2.
We here study how the scaling slope of the density
influences the power spectrum of the polarization inten-
sity. We consider that the density slope of β = 3 is
distinct from the magnetic field one (i.e., β = 11/3),
in the foreground space region. The power spectrum is
plotted in Figure 5. From this figure, we find that in the
very short wavelength range spectra give E2D ∝ k−8/3,
which can recover well the statistics of fluctuations of
the perpendicular component of the magnetic fields in
the synchrotron emission region. With increasing the
wavelength, the spectrum presents the distribution of
E2D ∝ k−2 in the large-k range, which uncovers statistics
of Faraday rotation density. It can be understood from
the fact that the ring-averaged 1D spectrum E2D(k) of
Faraday rotation density of φ = Bzne, where the slopes
of Bz and ne are β = 11/3 and 3, respectively, follows
the power-law distribution of E2D(k) ∝ k−2.
4.2. Statistics from spatially compounded synchrotron
emission and Faraday rotation regions
In a specific study of magnetic turbulence, one may
confront with a combination of the two cases described
above in Sections 3 and 4.1. The background polarized
synchrotron emissions undergo a Faraday rotation (sim-
ilar to Section 3), i.e., having a wavelength-dependence.
Those polarized emissions are re-depolarized by another
external Faraday rotation when they pass through a fore-
ground medium (see Figure 1C).
In the case of the spatially compounded scenario, we
study the influence of mean magnetic field on the power
spectrum in Figure 6. The result for the 〈B〉 = 0 case is
plotted in Figure 6(a). It can be found that with increas-
ing the wavelength, the amplitude of the power spectrum
(including also the small-k part) gradually become large,
but the power-law part (i.e., so called inertial range) with
a slope close to 8/3 gradually narrows down. At very
short wavelengths, the power spectrum reflects fluctua-
tions of intrinsic polarized synchrotron emission within
the background space. When the wavelength increases,
the contribution of fluctuations of Faraday rotation den-
sities from the both background and foreground regions
increases statistics of polarization radiation, which re-
sults in a continuous increase of the power. At longer
wavelengths, the power reduction at small-k part is due
to the dominated Faraday depolarization effect.
Panels (b), (c) and (d) of Figure 6 show the results
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Fig. 4.— Ring-integrated 1D spectra E2D(k) of P = Q + iU , in the case of the spatially separated SEFR regions. The parameters to
generate synthetic data are provided as follows. Left panel : β = 4 for B in the synchrotron-emitting region, β = 7/2 for both B and ne
in the Faraday rotation region. Right panel : β = 7/2 for B in the synchrotron-emitting region, β = 4 for both B and ne in the Faraday
rotation region. The curves plotted correspond to the wavelength range between λmin = 0.1 and λmax = 20.0 in code units, in a logarithmic
increment of △[log10(λ)] = 0.1. The symbols ‘X’ denote the wavenumber to be k = 2piλ
2σφ.
Fig. 5.— Ring-integrated 1D spectra E2D(k) of P = Q+ iU , in
the case of the spatially separated SEFR regions. The parameters
to generate synthetic data are given by β = 11/3 for B in the
synchrotron-emitting region, β = 11/3 for B and β = 3 for ne in
the foreground Faraday rotation region. The other descriptions are
the same as for Figure 4.
for the non-zero mean magnetic field of 〈Bx〉 = 1.0,
〈Bz〉 = 1.0 and 〈Bz〉 = 3.0, respectively. From these
panels, we find that the general behavior of the spec-
tra is similar to that of Figure 2 except the amplitude
of the power spectrum slightly increases due to an addi-
tional fluctuation from the Faraday rotation density in
the foreground space.
We then consider that spectral indices of synthetic
magnetic field and density have a change in different
Faraday rotation regions, in order to distinguish fluctu-
ation statistics of two parts of Faraday rotation density.
The slope of β = 4 for both B and ne is used to generate
synthetic data in the (background) synchrotron-emitting
region having a Faraday effect, and β = 7/2 for both
B and ne in the foreground space. The ring-integrated
1D spectrum plotted in the left panel of Figure 7 shows
that Faraday depolarization makes the power spectrum
itself offset intrinsic synchrotron polarization one (i.e., a
slope close to 3), which reflect the statistics of the Fara-
day rotation density fluctuation from the background re-
gion. With increasing the wavelength, the scaling slope
would turn into 5/2, which exposes Faraday fluctuation
statistics from the foreground region. Furthermore, we
explore an opposite situation in the right panel of Fig-
ure 7. The results show the spectrum (E2D ∝ k−3 )
in the long wavelength range reveals the Faraday rota-
tion statistics from the foreground space while the power
spectrum (E2D ∝ k−5/2) in the short wavelength range
reflects polarization statistics from the background space
region.
We next explore how the power spectrum is affected by
the turbulent density. The parameters used to generate
synthetic data cubes are given by: β = 11/3 for B and
β = 3 for ne in the synchrotron-emitting region, which
results in a ring-integrated 1D spectrum of E2D ∝ k−8/3
of the Faraday rotation density φB, but β = 11/3 for B
and ne in the foreground Faraday rotation region, which
gives E2D ∝ k−2 of the Faraday rotation density φF. The
result we obtained is plotted in Figure 8, from which we
find that in the short wavelength range the depolariza-
tion reveals the statistics of φB, with the scaling slope
close to 8/3, while in the long wavelength range the de-
polarization reflects the statistics of φF, with the slope
close to 2.
In brief, we can obtain statistics of magnetic fields,
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Fig. 6.— Ring-integrated 1D spectra E2D(k) of the synchrotron polarization intensity P = Q+ iU , in the case of the compounded SEFR
regions. The other details are the same as those of Figure 2.
density, and Faraday rotation density, by selecting dif-
ferent wavelengths. Three scenarios we have studied are
summarized in Table 1. Although the complicated spa-
tial configurations explored in this section cannot be de-
scribed explicitly from an analytical study point of view,
our simulations demonstrate that the general behavior of
power spectra is in agreement with the theoretical predic-
tion of the PSA technique in LP16. It should be stressed
that the original PSA technique was based on the consid-
eration of the spatially coincident SEFR regions, which
is tested in Section 3 and Lee et al. (2016). As a re-
sult, the PSA technique of LP16 can be applied to these
complicated settings.
5. INFLUENCE OF OBSERVATIONS ON POWER
SPECTRUM
We study the influence of telescope’s noise and an-
gular resolution on the power spectrum of polarization
intensity to simulate a realistic observation. As an ex-
ample, we first obtain 2D maps for Stokes parameters I,
Q and U (integrated along the line of sight z) at differ-
ent wavelengths, in the case of the spatially separated
SEFR regions, which has been explored in Section 4.1.
TABLE 1
Studying how to extract MHD turbulence information at
different wavelengths for three spatial configurations.
Cases Very short λ Short λ Long λ
Coincident B⊥ φ, B‖, ne φ, B‖, ne
Separated B⊥B φB, B‖B, neB φF,B‖F, neF
Compounded B⊥B φB, B‖B, neB φF,B‖F, neF
Note. Symbol indicating λ: wavelength; B⊥: perpendicular com-
ponent of magnetic field; B‖: parallel component of magnetic field;
φ: Faraday rotation density; ne: electron density. The subscript
B and xB (x =⊥, ‖, or e) correspond to physical quantities in the
(background) synchrotron emitting region, and F and xF in the
(foreground) Faraday rotation region.
Those 2D maps are termed original (idealized) images
with the size of 5122. With a Gaussian kernel, we then
smooth original maps in an expected pixel that corre-
sponds to the standard deviation of a telescope beam
via σ = θFWHM/2
√
2ln2. In this work, we adopt a code
unit to perform simulations. When it is necessary, code
units can be easily switched to real physical units. For
instance, if one considers that one pixel corresponds to
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Fig. 7.— Ring-integrated 1D spectra E2D(k) of P = Q + iU , in the case of the compounded SEFR regions. The used parameters to
generate synthetic data cubes are given as follows. Left panel : β = 4 for both B and ne in the synchrotron-emitting region, β = 7/2 for
both B and ne in the foreground Faraday rotation region. Right panel : β = 7/2 for both B and ne in the synchrotron-emitting region,
β = 4 for both B and ne in the foreground Faraday rotation region. The other descriptions are the same as for Figure 4.
Fig. 8.— Ring-integrated 1D spectra E2D(k) of P = Q+ iU , in
the case of the compounded SEFR regions. The used parameters
to generate synthetic data cubes are given as follows: β = 11/3 for
both B and ne in the synchrotron-emitting region; β = 11/3 for B
and β = 3 for ne in the foreground Faraday rotation region. The
other descriptions are the same as for Figure 4.
0.01 pc and the distance of emitting source to the Earth
is 2 kpc, one has an angular distance of 1 arcsec for one
pixel.
In order to mimic a telescopic noise, we also use a
Gaussian kernel to generate a noise map with 5122 sizes,
in which we consider a standard deviation equal to a
fraction of mean synchrotron intensity, and add then
the noise map to an original image. At the wavelength
λ = 2.4 in code units, we present an exemplification as
plotted in Figure 9, considering angular resolution and
noise effects. The left panel of the figure shows the influ-
ence of different angular resolutions θFWHM on the ring-
integrated 1D spectrum, and the right panel presents the
influence of different noise levels ∆σ on the spectrum.
We find that with decreasing angular resolutions, i.e., in-
creasing the value of θFWHM, ring-integrated 1D spectra
gradually deviate downwards from the ideal slope of 8/3
and become more steep, in particular, at large-k part (see
left panel). We know that smoothing processes cancel out
small features of maps and reduce random statistics of
synchrotron polarization intensity. On the contrary, the
spectrum in the large-k regime deviates upwards from the
original spectrum, with increasing the level of Gaussian
noise (see right panel). The added noise map equivalently
increases random fluctuations that result in an increase
of the power at large-k part. Consequently, an optimal
range to recover slope of MHD turbulence should range
from k ≈ 15 to 100.
Furthermore, we consider the influence of both angular
resolution and Gaussian noise on the idealized spectra at
different wavelengths. As an example, on the basis of the
parameters used in Figure 3(a), we first add a noise map
with the noise level ∆σ = 1% to original maps. Then,
we convolve new maps to θFWHM = 3 pixels, because
usual telescope surveys have a typical value of 3 pixels.
As seen in Figure 10, the scaling slope of power spectra
can be determined in the range of k & 15 to k ≃ 100.
One of advantages of new techniques proposed in LP16
is that one can directly adopt interferometric data to ob-
tain the power spectral distribution of underlying MHD
turbulence. By adopting a similar method as expressed
in Lee et al. (2016), we here study how to use an inter-
ferometric observation to recover MHD turbulence spec-
trum. We assume that an interferometer consists of N
antennas that corresponds to NB = N(N − 1)/2 base-
lines. We randomly select NB wave vectors from the
map of polarization intensity to calculate the new ring-
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Fig. 9.— The influences of telescope’s angular resolution (left panel) and Gaussian noise (right panel) on the turbulent spectrum calculated
at the wavelength λ = 2.4 in code units, with β = 11/3 for B and ne, in the case of the spatially separated SEFR regions. The symbol ∆σ
indicates standard deviation of Gaussian noise and accounts for a fraction of the mean synchrotron intensity. The symbol θFWHM denotes
an effective Gaussian beam, which is used to convolve 2D maps. The original (ideal) slope without considering the resolution and noise is
shown in the solid line.
Fig. 10.— Ring-integrated 1D spectra E2D(k) of P = Q + iU
obtained considering the influence of both noise and resolution,
in the case of the spatially separated SEFR regions. The curves
plotted in each panel correspond to the wavelength range between
λmin = 0.1 (thick solid line) and λmax = 20.0 in code units, in a
logarithmic increment of △[log10(λ)] = 0.1.
integrated 1D spectra. In Figure 11, we present the result
simulated with 160 antennas at the wavelength λ = 2.4
in code units. It is obvious that employing a certain
amount of antenna arrays, we can successfully recover
the spectrum of magnetic turbulence. It is known that
interferometer, such as the SKA, combines the signals
received from thousands of small antennas to simulate
a single giant radio telescope. Thus, for our purpose,
the sparsely sampled interferometric data is enough to
Fig. 11.— Ring-integrated 1D spectrum E2D(k) of P = Q+ iU
from interferometric observations simulated by considering both
noise and resolution, in the case of the spatially separated SEFR
regions. Plus symbols indicate the randomly selected wavenumber
of 160 antenna arrays and the true spectrum is shown by the solid
line. Simulations are performed at the wavelength λ = 2.4 in code
units, with the parameter of β = 11/3 for B and ne.
obtain the power spectrum of turbulent magnetic fields.
6. DISCUSSION
It has been demonstrated that important information
of MHD turbulence can be extracted from synchrotron
polarized radiation. This work employed the method
of the power spectrum to carry out our investigations.
From a spatial point of view, this method is of two-point
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statistics. Besides, a variance of the synchrotron polar-
ization intensity, which is a special case of the correlation
function at R = 0 and called a one-point statistics, can
also recover well the slope of turbulence spectrum (LP16,
Zhang et al. 2016). These approaches are complemen-
tary each other for exploring the properties of MHD tur-
bulence.
The statistical studies of the intrinsic synchrotron
polarization intensity without a wavelength-dependence
from Faraday rotation (see Zhang et al. 2016;
Lee et al. 2016) are similar to studies of the syn-
chrotron intensity I as done in LP12 and Herron et al.
(2016). Compared to statistics of the synchrotron
intensity, the advantage of using polarized synchrotron
statistics with Faraday rotation is that one can obtain
additional information related to the wavelength, which
makes statistical measure much more informative. Our
present studies focus on recovering the spectral prop-
erties of MHD turbulence, whereby we have an insight
into fluctuations of anisotropic turbulent magnetic field,
electron density, and Faraday rotation density.
We have paid more attention to studying the influ-
ence of mean magnetic field on the ring-integrated 1D
spectra of P = Q + iU for different spatial configura-
tions in Sections 3, 4.1 and 4.2. With varying the wave-
length, the power spectra calculated in different spatial
configurations present different shapes. By comparing
shapes of the power spectrum at different wavelengths,
one can learn about where depolarization occurs, i.e.,
synchrotron emission source or external Faraday rotation
region. It is emphasized that in the foreground medium
any new radiation production is not considered for sim-
plicity.
In this paper, we have focused on recovering statis-
tics of synchrotron polarization intensity, P = Q + iU .
As pointed out in LP16, the synchrotron polarization in-
tensity derivative, dP/dλ2, with respect to the square
of wavelength, λ2, can also used to extract fluctuation
information on MHD turbulence, which has been inves-
tigated in Appendix A in the case of the spatially sepa-
rated SEFR regions.
It is very advantageous to adopt the synergy of
different techniques to study MHD turbulence. The
current work is complementary to the following tech-
niques. The measurements of the kurtosis, skewness
as well as genus of gradients of synchrotron polariza-
tion radiation, and of multipole moments of normal-
ized structure function of synchrotron intensity can be
applied to understand the Mach number of MHD tur-
bulence (Gaensler et al. 2011; Burkhart et al. 2012;
Lazarian & Pogosyan 2016; Herron et al. 2016). Very
recently, new techniques of both synchrotron intensity
gradient (Lazarian et al. 2017) and synchrotron po-
larization gradient (Lazarian & Yuen 2018) were pro-
posed to probe 2D and 3D distributions of astrophys-
ical magnetic fields, in which the term ‘polarization
gradient’ that is rotationally and translationally invari-
ant is first derived in Gaensler et al. (2011). Further-
more, new development concerning advanced diagnostics
of the study of polarization radiation has been done in
Herron et al. (2018a,b). In addition, the velocity chan-
nel analysis (VCA) and velocity coordinate spectrum
(VCS) can be used to recover statistics of velocity fluc-
tuations (Lazarian & Pogosyan 2000, 2004, 2006, 2008),
which is successfully testified and applied to understand
observations (Lazarian et al. 2001; Padoan et al. 2006,
2009; Chepurnov & Lazarian 2009; Chepurnov at al.
2010; Chepurnov et al. 2015). The analysis of
moments of the density probabilities (Kowal et al.
2007; Burkhart et al. 2009, 2010), Tsallis statistics
(Esquivel & Lazarian 2010; Tofflemire et al. 2011), bis-
pectra and genus (Lazarian 1999; Chepurnov at al.
2008; Burkhart et al. 2009) can be used to get the sta-
tistical properties of turbulent density.
In this work, we neglected the influence of polarization
synchrotron self-absorption on the power spectrum. It is
well known that Faraday rotation would take effect in the
relatively long wavelength region. The self-absorption ef-
fect should be important for some astrophysical environ-
ments and thus considered in the future. Besides, this
paper did not consider the correlation between magnetic
fields and thermal electron density in synchrotron emis-
sion and Faraday rotation regions. The most of the paper
is focused on studying how to obtain the spectral prop-
erties of magnetic turbulence, such as the perpendicular
component, and the line-of-sight (parallel) component of
turbulent magnetic field. As done in Sections 4.1 and 4.2,
the influence of electron density on the power spectrum
is also explored by extracting fluctuations of the Faraday
rotation density.
7. SUMMARY
We have employed synthetic observations to simulate
the power spectra of synchrotron polarization intensity
in the spatially coincident, separated, and compounded
SEFR regions. As for the former, our numerical results
are in agreement with the analytical prediction provided
in Equation (103) of LP16. For the two latter, the ob-
tained ring-integrated power spectrum of polarization in-
tensity is slightly more complicated, which has been ad-
vanced a bit more beyond what is in LP16. Our re-
sults have demonstrated that analytical predictions of
the PSA technique in LP16 can be applied to more com-
plicated settings. The numerical results we have obtained
are briefly summarized as follows.
1. At very short wavelengths, the ring-integrated 1D
spectra reflect fluctuations of the perpendicular com-
ponent of turbulent magnetic fields. With increasing
the wavelength, the shapes of power spectra would be
changed due to depolarization of Faraday rotation fluc-
tuation. At long wavelengths, spectra reveal the fluctu-
ation of the Faraday rotation density (see Table 1).
2. At the k < 2piλ2σφ part of the wavenumber, Fara-
day depolarization is significant. On the contrary, the de-
polarization is less significant in the k > 2piλ2σφ regime,
from which we can determine the slope of the power spec-
tra.
3. The contribution of the perpendicular component
of non-zero mean magnetic field makes amplitudes of
the power spectra increase, while its parallel component
makes the power decrease due to a lower level of magnetic
fluctuations.
4. We could distinguish the origin of magnetic fluc-
tuations from the background synchrotron emission or
foreground Faraday rotation region, by comparing the
ring-integrated 1D spectra at different wavelengths.
5. Considering effects of telescope’s angular resolution
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and inevitable random noise, we find that the wavenum-
ber k ranging from k & 15 to 100 is an optimal range to
determine the spectral slope of MHD turbulence. There-
fore, the angular resolution and noise do not present an
obstacle for the recovery of the underlying spectra of
MHD turbulence.
6. By mimicking interferometric observations, we find
that a finite number of baseline arrays would be able to
recover the spectral slope of the power spectra.
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APPENDIX
A. STATISTICS OF SYNCHROTRON POLARIZATION DERIVATIVE WITH RESPECT TO λ2
The main part of our paper is focused on the statistics of synchrotron polarization intensity, P = Q + iU . In this
section, we explore the statistics of synchrotron polarization intensity derivative, dP/dλ2, with respect to the square
of wavelength, λ2, in the case of the spatially separated SEFR regions.
Figure 12 presents the ring-integrated 1D spectra E2D(k) of dP/dλ
2 that is calculated using those synthetic data
cubes employed in Figure 4. It can be seen that the power spectrum of dP/dλ2 can recover the spectral properties
of MHD turbulence. In the short wavelength range, power spectra reflect the statistics of intrinsic synchrotron
polarization fluctuations originating from the perpendicular component of magnetic field, with the scaling slope close
to 3 for the left panel (5/2 for the right panel). With increasing the wavelength λ, the statistical properties of Faraday
rotation density that has a slope close to 5/2 for the left panel (3 for the right panel), can be extracted. This result
is consistent with the theoretical prediction provided in Equation (105) of LP16. Compared with the statistics of the
polarization intensity P , it seems that statistics of dP/dλ2 present a less significant transition (by eye) from dominated
B⊥ fluctuation to dominated fluctuations of Faraday rotation density φ. If one would like to distinguish shape of the
power spectrum at different wavelengths, the statistics of P should be preferred, because the derivative procedure for
a polarization map, with respect to λ2, may smooth some small statistical features.
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Fig. 12.— Ring-integrated 1D spectra E2D(k) of dP/dλ
2, in the case of the spatially separated SEFR regions. The other descriptions
are the same as those of Figure 4.
